Abstract-A new approach to efficient authentication of quotations from trusted sources but embedded in messages created by unknown authors is proposed. Two different techniques for efficient generation of authenticable quotations using cascaded hashing are proposed for conventional quotations, and an efficient two-dimensional signature generation technique is proposed for two-dimensional quotations from spreadsheets. A technique for associating the signature with the quotation in the Microsoft Word document is also proposed for generation of integrated authenticable quotations that survive copy-and-paste operations.
an article to quote significant findings from technical journals or government reports that would otherwise never be read by the general public.
Unfortunately, there is no easy way for a reader to verify that the quotations contained in these articles are really from the claimed sources. This vulnerability is frequently used in Internet hoaxes, such as virus warnings and sympathy letters. One mobile phone virus hoax, for example, claims that if a user answers a call without caller identity, the user's phone can be infected and no longer usable. The hoax lures the reader by claiming that the information has been confirmed by credible mobile phone companies (like Nokia and Motorola), and that the news was reported on CNN. Due to the credibility of the claimed sources, most people forwarded the message without performing any further verification. The multiplicative effect of such blind message passing puts unnecessary burdens on the network and servers, and costs the reader valuable time to process them. Another example is nutrition and health recommendations that point out unhealthy food, products, or life styles. The contents are mixed with myths, true pieces of information, forged allegations on competitor companies, and so on. Such content comes from a variety of sources, some of which may not be accessible online or require special subscriptions, making it difficult for a message reader to verify the truthfulness of the information.
In this study, we investigate this problem of quotation authentication, where a new approach is proposed to allow efficient authentication of quotations from trusted sources but embedded in documents created by unknown authors. The three parties involved in quotation authentication are, respectively, the source author of a source article , the message author of a message that contains quotations from , and the message reader of . We assume that recognizes as a credible source but does not know . The goal of quotation authentication is to allow to efficiently and undisputedly verify the fidelity and source of the quotations contained in .
The importance to verify quotations within a message was recognized by Fernstrom [2] . However, assumed in the proposed solutions is either that the message reader has access to the original source article or that there is a trusted party to which message authors can send arbitrary quotations and source articles in order to get endorsed quotations that are verifiable by the message reader. The approach proposed in this paper to solve the quotation authentication problem is instead more practical, where each of the three parties only needs to perform certain simple and deterministic processes, as described by the following scenario:
1) processes the source to create a certain source signature , and then publishes along with to the general public; Fig. 1 . Illustration of processes performed by and information passed between a source author, one or more message authors, and a message reader.
2)
cites a text segment of interest within , uses to create an appropriate quotation signature for , creates an integrated authenticable quotation by associating with , and puts into ; 3) finally , when reading , verifies that the quotation , which is contained in , is indeed authored by . A benefit of associating the signature with the corresponding quotation in Stage 2 above to create an integrated authenticable quotation is that the quotation can be distributed multiple times using copy-and-paste operations by several message authors without hindering the ability for the final message reader to identify such authenticable quotations and to verify that the quotation is indeed authored by . The idea of the proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . And the technique of associating the signature data with the quotation is referred to hereafter as a data association technique, the details of which will be described in Section V.
It is assumed in the above proposed method that an appropriate quotation signature can be generated using the source signature , thus alleviating the need for a third-party to endorse quotations. Also assumed is that alone is sufficient for to verify that the quotation is indeed from , so that does not have to access the original source . Although the digital signatures and , attached to and , respectively, are the overhead required to achieve the goal of quotation authentication, we propose in this study techniques forgenerating appropriate source and quotation signatures to minimize the sizes of the overhead.
In the remainder of the paper, related work on message authentication is reviewed in Section II. In Section III, two basic techniques to generate source and quotation signatures are first described followed by the proposed more efficient techniques that minimize the sizes of the signatures required. Quotations that are not consecutive, in particular two-dimensional quotations from spreadsheet documents, are discussed in Section IV, and an efficient method for generating source and quotation signatures for the two-dimensional case is described. Presented in Section V are the proposed data association techniques for two popular document formats, Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel, to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude in Section VI and point out some possible future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Methods to authenticate a message as a whole are relatively well studied. Typically, two communicating parties are assumed to share a secret key that is used to generate an appropriate message authentication code (MAC) for verifying the fidelity of content transmitted over an insecure channel. Bellare et al. [3] , [4] proposed the keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC) that can generate provably secure message authentication codes based on standard hash functions such as MD5 and SHA1. Cipher-based MAC (CMAC) techniques such as XMAC and OMAC use standard block ciphers such as DES and AES to construct message authentication codes [5] .
In the asymmetric case, a sender creates, using its private key, an appropriate digital signature for the transmitted content, such that the receiver can verify the fidelity of the content using the public key of the sender. The most straightforward way to generate a digital signature is to generate a hash value for the content and encrypt the value using asymmetric encryption such as the RSA algorithm, as described in PKCS#1 [6] . A related research area is digital certificate works, which provide means for associating the human recognizable identity of an entity with that entity's public key. The HTTPS scheme is an example of such works where websites register and use X.509 certificates that are issued by trusted certificate authorities [7] , such that users can authenticate the websites they connect to.
There is also a branch of research in stream authentication [8] , where receivers need to verify whether the received stream of packets are from the intended source. The problem is made complex when dealing with authenticating multicast traffic in the face of packet losses. Efficient schemes for multicast authentication have been proposed by using the temporal relationships of network packets, that is, later packets can be used to verify the authenticity of prior packets [9] . These techniques, however, cannot be applied to the problem of quotation authentication studied here since there is no notion of time in messages and quotations.
III. SIGNATURE GENERATION TECHNIQUES FOR QUOTATION AUTHENTICATION
As mentioned previously, the proposed approach to quotation authentication requires the three parties involved to respectively generate an appropriate source signature, generate an appropriate quotation signature, and verify the quotation signature. We describe in this section two basic techniques to generate source and quotation signatures and point out their shortcomings. The proposed more efficient techniques are then described subsequently.
A. Basic Quotation Authentication Techniques
A basic quotation authentication technique is for the source author to generate a digital signature for every possible quotation in a source article and to publish the signatures along with the source article on a certain website. A message author then only needs to quote the desired text and bundle it with the associated published digital signature to generate a valid authenticable quotation. This technique is, however, inefficient since a quotation may start and end at any position of a document, and so the number of possible quotations required for a document of length is, as can be figured out, of the complexity order . This means in turn that the number of digital signatures is also of the order . This scheme is referred to hereafter as the enumerate-all-quotations technique.
Another basic technique is to include the entire source article , together with an appropriate digital signature, into the quotation signature of a quotation . A message reader can then easily extract from and verify that the quotation really comes from . However, including the whole article will bloat the size of to be of the order because here is an overhead which is not needed in the enumerate-all-quotations technique. Also, the act of attaching the entire article might violate the copyright law. This scheme is referred to hereafter as the quote-the-whole technique.
B. Overhead of Quotation Authentication Techniques
As mentioned previously, the overhead of quotation authentication is the extra source and quotation signatures needed to allow generation and verification of authenticable quotations. Assume that texts are quoted from by message authors to generate messages, which are consumed by message readers. The size of the total overhead of all the source signatures and the quotation signatures for such a quotation authentication process, called total overhead size, is , where means the size of " ", since each of the message authors needs to receive as well as from the source author and include as well as in his/her message, and each message reader needs to receive and from a message author. Note that and are not included in the overhead.
Consequently, the total overhead size of the enumerate-allquotations technique is of , or equivalently, since contains digital signatures and contains a single digital signature. On the other hand, the total overhead size of the quote-the-whole technique is of , or equivalently, , since is a single digital signature, but the size of , which includes as an overhead as mentioned previously, is of the order . If is significantly larger than , that is, if there are many more message readers than message authors, then the enumerate-all-quotations technique is more efficient than the quote-the-whole one in view of the total overhead size. However, if the magnitudes of and are comparable, then the quote-the-whole technique is more efficient. Since the two techniques have their respective merits for different application cases, we propose in this study two better techniques which improve them respectively with the same goal of minimizing the total overhead size, as described in the following.
C. Multiuse Signatures Technique (MUST)
The basic idea of the enumerate-all-quotations technique is to include in the source signature the digital signatures for all possible quotations so that the size of the quotation signature is small for any quotation. This is, however, overly inefficient for large , and we describe in the following a multiuse signatures technique (MUST) where the size of remains to be of the order for all quotations while the size of required is reduced to be of the order instead of .
Assume without loss of generality that consists of concatenated sentences denoted as where " " specifies the concatenation operator, and the length of each sentence is bounded, meaning that each sentence is of the order in size. Also assumed is that the quotations include complete sentences, that is, includes a set of consecutive sentences in such that , where . If this is not the case, the portion of text to complete a sentence can be included in the quotation signature (this is described in more detail in Section V).
The idea of the proposed MUST is for the source author to generate multiuse signatures , where , such that the signature can be used as part of the quotation signature for any of the quotations , where . In addition to the multiuse signatures, we also generate cascaded hash values , where , and include the hash value into the quotation signature for a quotation , where . The generation of the multiuse signatures and cascaded hash values is described in detail in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Generation of a MUST Source Signature
Input: a source article consisting of sentences , where .
Output: a source signature , which contains cascaded hash values and multiuse signatures , where .
Steps: 1) Set the first cascaded hash value to be the hash value of the entire source, that is, set , where is some hash function. 2) For each from 2 to , compute the cascaded hash value as .
3) For
, calculate the multiuse signature as , where Sign is a signing function of some digital signature algorithm.
As a simple example, the cascaded hash values generated by the above algorithm for a source article with three sentences is as follows: , , and . And the quotation signature for the quotation contains and , where . Note that in detail equals , which is a value derived by a cascade of concatenation and hashing operations, hence the name cascaded hash value.
For a quotation , the quotation signature includes and . When a message reader receives a quotation and its quotation signature , the following algorithm is proposed to verify .
Algorithm 2: Quotation Verification Using MUST

Input: a quotation
, where , a cascaded hash value , and a multiuse signature .
Output: the result of quotation verification.
Steps:
1) Perform the following steps to compute the cascaded hash values using and : a) initialize the value to be ; b) compute the cascaded hash value to be ; c) increment the value of by 1, and go to Step 1b if is smaller than . 2) Verify the quotation by Verify and output the result, where Verify is the reciprocal digital signature verification function of the Sign function used by the source author.
The above verification works for any quotation , where , because the cascaded hash value calculated by Algorithm 2 using and is the same as that calculated in Algorithm 1. This is easily seen since the computations performed by Step 1b of Algorithm 2 are the same as those by Step 2 of Algorithm 1.
Since the cascaded hash value is constructed by using cascaded operations of hashing and concatenation, an attacker needs to find exact collisions of hash values in order to craft a forged quotation as well as a matching quotation signature that can ensure the same to be constructed using Algorithm 2. The proposed technique is thus attack-resilient if the functions and Sign are chosen properly, such as using, respectively, the hash function SHA1 and the signing function RSA with sufficiently long keys [5] , [10] .
A MUST source signature for a source article with sentences always contain exactly cascaded hash values and multiuse signatures, and so the size of is of the order . A MUST quotation signature always contains one cascaded hash value and one multiuse signature, and thus the size of is of the order . The total overhead size of the MUST with message authors and message readers is thus , or equivalently, , contrasted with the originally larger total overhead size of for the basic enumerate-all-quotations technique.
D. Tree Root Uni-Signature Technique (TRUST)
The previously described quote-the-whole technique requires the complete source article to be included in the of each . This is overly inefficient for a large , and the proposed improving technique, called tree root uni-signature technique (TRUST), is described in this section. The TRUST uses a treelike construction of hash values such that the size of can be reduced to be of the order . Only the root of the tree of the hash values needs to be signed by the source author and kept as an overhead, thus maintaining the size of to be of . We assume as before that consists of sentences and that quotations include complete sentences. In the proposed TRUST, the source author generates a binary tree of hash values from by the following algorithm, where is the depth of the tree node and is the index of the nodes at depth . The hash value of the tree root , where , is then signed with some digital signature algorithm to get the tree root unisignature . It is noted that this part of signature generation is similar to that of a traditional Merkle tree.
Algorithm 3: Generation of a TRUST Tree of Hash Values
Input: a source article consisting of sentences .
Output: a tree of hash values , where , and is the index of the nodes at depth .
Steps:
1) Calculate a hash value for each sentence to get the lowest-level hash values, that is, set for , where is some hash function. 2) Concatenate the hash values in pairs and compute the second-level hash values as for , where means the floor operation. If is odd, take the final hash value for to be . 3) Repeat the above step to calculate the third-level hash values and so on, each time with the number of calculated hash values being equal to a half of the number of those computed in the previous step (plus one if odd), until finally the hash value is generated for the tree root.
As an illustration, the TRUST tree of hash values generated by the above algorithm for is shown in Table I below. The number of hash values at each level is denoted as . For any quotation from , a TRUST quotation signature contains the signature generated by the source author and a quotation-dependent set , called the complementary hash set, of some of the hash values generated by Algorithm 3 above. In more detail, for a quotation where , the complementary hash set is selected using the algorithm below.
Algorithm 4: Generation of a TRUST Complementary Hash Set
Input: a source article and a quotation .
Output: a complementary hash set for .
Steps: 1) Calculate the TRUST tree of hash values for using Algorithm 3.
2) Set the hash set to be the empty set initially, and set the value of to be 1. 3) If is even, then add the value to . 4) If is odd and is smaller than , then add the value to . 5) Set to be and to be , where means the ceiling operation. 6) Increment the value of by 1, and go to Step 3 if is smaller than .
As an example, if has five sentences and we wish to quote the second and third sentences (i.e., ), then according to Algorithm 4, the value of is set to 1 initially, and is increased to 2, then to 3, and finally to 4; the value of decreases from 2 to 1, and remains at 1; and the value of decreases from 3 to 2, and then to 1. And so the hash values , and are added to . It can be seen that the hash value of the tree root can be reconstructed as follows using only and :
This property may be generalized for any quotation of a source article, and used for quotation verification, as described in the following.
For a quotation , the quotation signature includes the values , , and , the signature , and the complementary hash set . When a message reader receives a quotation and its quotation signature , the following algorithm is proposed to reconstruct the tree-root hash value using and and to verify the quotation using .
Algorithm 5: Quotation Verification Using the TRUST
Input: a quotation , where ; a tree root uni-signature ; a complementary hash set ; and the values , , and .
Output: the result of quotation verification. that the next-level hash values can be calculated from the sequence of hash values . The process continues until the final tree root hash value is computed. Since is constructed by repeated applications of hashing followed by concatenation, it is difficult for an attacker to craft a forged quotation and a corresponding hash set that can ensure the same value of to be constructed in the same way as that in the case of a legitimate quotation.
Steps
A TRUST source signature always contains just a single digital signature , and is thus of the order . On the other hand, a TRUST complementary hash set has no more than hash values since hash values are added to only during Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 5 and the steps are repeated for exactly times. Hence, the size of , and also that of , have an order of because . The total overhead size of the TRUST is thus , or equivalently, , contrasted with the total overhead size of for the basic quotethe-whole technique.
IV. QUOTATION AUTHENTICATION FOR SPREADSHEET DOCUMENTS
All discussions up until now assume that the documents and quotations are texts that flow consecutively. However, the contents in some documents are not sequential texts. In particular, a spreadsheet such as a Microsoft Excel document contains sheets of two-dimensional data or cells. We describe possible quotations from such a kind of document in the following, and propose a technique to efficiently generate source and quotation signatures.
A. Two-Dimensional Quotations
A typical quotation from a spreadsheet document isnot sequential cells but a two-dimensional cutout of cells. For example, a company's income statement may list the details of the revenue and expense figures in rows, with the values for different years or quarters across columns, as shown in Fig. 2 . If a business analyst (analogous to the message author in our problem of quotation authentication) quotes the figures of the revenues for a few selected years, the selection would be a two-dimensional subset of the spreadsheet, as illustrated in the figure.
The basic techniques described in Section III-A can be applied to the two-dimensional case here, but are inefficient. For a spreadsheet containing columns by rows, it can be shown that the total overhead size for the enumerate-all-quotations and the quote-the-whole techniques are and , respectively.
The proposed improving techniques of the MUST and the TRUST can be used in the two-dimensional case by generating a quotation signature for each row in the quotation. However, this means that for a quotation that contains, say, rows, separate quotation signatures will be needed. That is, the total overhead size is proportional to the size of the two-dimensional quotation. We describe below a better technique that yields a total overhead size of irrespective of the quotation size.
B. Two-Dimensional Tree Root Uni-Signature Technique
The proposed improving technique, called the two-dimensional tree root uni-signature technique (2-D TRUST), uses a tree-like construction of hash values similar to that of the previously described 1-D TRUST such that the size of the quotation signatures can be confined to be of the order . Only the root of the two-dimensional tree of the hash values needs to be signed by the source author, thus maintaining the size of the source signature to be of the order . In a source spreadsheet document consisting of columns and rows of cells, denote the cell at column and row by , where and . The proposed technique requires the source author to generate a two-dimensional tree of hash values for the cells in , as described by the following algorithm. The hash value of the tree root is then signed with some digital signature algorithm to get a two-dimensional tree root uni-signature .
Algorithm 6: Generation of a 2-D TRUST Tree of Hash Values
Input: a source spreadsheet consisting of cells , where and .
Output: a two-dimensional tree of hash values
, where is the depth of the tree node; and are the indexes of the nodes at depth ; and is the hash value of the tree root. It is not difficult to figure out from the steps of the above algorithm that computed in Step 8 is . When a message author quotes a two-dimensional rectangle of cells in a source spreadsheet, the quotation signature is generated by including the signature and a set of complementary hash values containing some of the hash values generated in Algorithm 6. For a quotation that contains a rectangle of cells with a top-left cell and a bottom-right one , where and , the complementary hash set is selected using the algorithm below. The purpose of is the same as that in the 1-D TRUST, that is, the tree root hash value can be reconstructed from and .
Steps
Algorithm 7: Generation of a 2-D TRUST Complementary Hash Set
Input: a source spreadsheet consisting of cells , where and , and a two-dimensional rectangle of quoted cells with a top-left cell and a bottom-right one , where and .
Output: a complementary hash set .
Steps: 1) Calculate from the tree of hash values using Algorithm 6, with hash values generated for level .
2) Set to be the empty set initially, and set the value of to be 1. 3b and 3e) . The values of and are then set to be 2 while the values of and are set to be 1 in Step 4. In the next iteration, the values , , and are added to when is 2 (in Steps 3a and 3d), and the values of , , , and are all set to be 1. In the last iteration, the hash values , , and are added to when is 3 (in Step 3f). The hash values added to for this example is illustrated in Table II below. For a two-dimensional quotation with a top-left cell and a bottom-right one , the quotation signature includes the signature , the complementary hash set , and the values and (from which the value and the values and , where , can be calculated). When a message reader receives a quotation and its quotation signature , the following algorithm is proposed to reconstruct the tree-root hash value using and and to verify the quotation using .
Algorithm 8: Verification of a 2-D TRUST Quotation Signature
Input: a two-dimensional quotation with a top-left cell of and a bottom-right one of , where and ; a signature ; a complementary hash set ; and the values and .
Steps:
1) Set the value of to be 1 and a bottom-right one . The process continues until the tree root hash value is computed finally. Since is constructed by repeated applications of hashing followed by concatenation, it is difficult for an attacker to craft a forged quotation and a corresponding hash set that can ensure the same value to be constructed in the same way as that in the case of a legitimate quotation.
A 2-D TRUST source signature always contains just a single digital signature , and its size is thus of the order . On the other hand, a 2-D TRUST complementary hash set has no more than hash values since at most three hash values are added to for Steps 2a, 2b, and 2c; at most three hash values are added for Steps 2d, 2e, and 2f; and these steps are repeated for exactly times. Hence, the size of , and also that of , have an order of , or equivalently, because . The total overhead size of the 2-D TRUST is thus , contrasted with the originally larger total overhead size of for the basic quote-the-whole technique.
C. Including Column and Row Headers
When a message author quotes a two-dimensional rectangle of cells, the corresponding column and row headers usually need to be included as well. In the example illustrated by Fig. 2 , the column headers specify the fiscal year of the quoted revenue figures ("2006", "2007", and "2008" in Fig. 2) , while the row headers specify the types of income or expenditure ("Total Advertising Revenues" and "Licensing & other revenues" in Fig. 2 ). Both headers are critical and thus must be quoted along with the cells containing the actual revenue figures.
Since column and row headers are themselves one-dimensional, we can use the same techniques proposed in Sections III-C or D to quote the corresponding headers efficiently. That is, we can simply regard, for example, the row headers as the sentences , and use the MUST or TRUST to create suitable source and quotation signatures.
To ensure that the quoted rectangular range of cells matches the quoted column and row headers, we propose to include the column and row indexes of the respective cells when calculating their hash values. That is, instead of simply calculating , we let . This technique allows a message reader to verify the positions and associations of the quoted cells and headers. It can be figured out that if the signatures of the column and row headers are generated using the TRUST, the total overhead size remains to be of the order .
V. DATA ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUES FOR QUOTATION AUTHENTICATION
In this section, the proposed data association techniques that are suitable for the popular Microsoft Word and Excel documents to allow for effective quotation authentication are described. Similar techniques for other media types can be used by applying appropriate data association techniques for those media [11] - [13] .
A. Quotation Authentication Add-In
The Microsoft Word and Excel applications allow add-ins [14] to be installed to customarily expand their capabilities. A prototype quotation authentication add-in has been implemented in this study using the C# programming language, which installs several buttons on the toolbar of the Word (or Excel) application, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this way, the three parties involved in the problem of quotation authentication can perform their respective tasks as simple as a click of a button.
In more detail, a source author generates a source signature for a source document by clicking on the "QA Sign" button of the add-in, which performs the following steps: 1) generate an appropriate source signature for the source document using the proposed technique; 2) transform the binary source signature into text by Base64 encoding; and 3) store the transformed signature in the document properties of the document. It is convenient to embed the source signature directly into the document as described above so that the signature does not have to be published separately. This is possible because both Word and Excel documents allow arbitrary string values to be stored as key-value pairs in their special document properties dictionary. It is noted that the source signature generation process may be performed automatically whenever the source author saves a source document, thus relieving the need of manually invoking the "QA Sign" operation.
In this study, we assume that when a message author quotes a two-dimensional range of cells from a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet document, an appropriate authenticable quotation is generated and placed into a Microsoft Word document as a table, since this is the most common scenario. There are many large spreadsheets that contain information suitable for quoting, for example company financial statements, results of national voting, sales figures, and so on. A portion of such a large spreadsheet is often quoted and included as a table in a Word document. The processes of generating and verifying authenticable quotations from Word and Excel documents are mostly similar. We describe only the case of quoting from Word documents in detail in this study.
When a message author receives a source document, he/she can select any quotation in the document and click on the "QA Copy" button of the add-in to activate the authenticable quotation generation functionality, which performs the following steps:
1) extract and decode the source signature embedded in the document properties dictionary of the source document; 2) generate a quotation signature for the selected quotation using the proposed technique as described previously; 3) create an integrated authenticable quotation from and using the proposed data association techniques described in Section V-B; and 4) put into the system clipboard so that the message author can easily paste into his/her own document.
B. Integrated Authenticable Quotation
An authenticable quotation created as described above carries three different pieces of information. The first is the quotation itself and the second is the human-readable source author identity, both of which should be conveyed to the message reader directly. The third is an appropriate quotation signature that can be processed by the add-in to verify the fidelity and source of the quotation, and should ideally be invisible to the reader.
We propose to store the source author information in the visible comments section of a Word document, as shown in Fig. 3 . Such comments are usually displayed at the right-hand side in Microsoft Word and clearly recognizable. A comment in Microsoft Word can be attached to any range of texts in the document, and we use this property to demarcate the span of a quotation. Also, each comment in a Word document has an author field to help distinguish different commentators during collaborative editing. This author field is utilized in this study to mark comments that are used for quotation authentication by using a special value of "AUTH". Finally, if a message author quotes an incomplete sentence, we include the unquoted parts of the sentence in the comments as well for the reader's reference, and also to allow reconstruction of complete sentences for the purpose of quotation authentication.
We propose to embed the authentication information invisibly into an authenticable quotation by first transforming the binary data into normal text by Base 64 encoding to avoid misinterpretation. The transformed text is then inserted just after the first character of the quotation and made invisible by setting its "Font Effects" to "Hidden" [15] . It has been verified by experiments that this technique can be used to embed arbitrary long information invisibly into a Microsoft Word document.
The integrated authenticable quotation that contains the quotation itself, the visible comment, and the invisible authentication information as described is generated automatically by the add-in by a click of the button. The authenticable quotation is always copied in its entirety in copy-and-paste operations, making it easy for a message author to include such authenticable quotations when composing documents.
C. Identification and Verification of Authenticable Quotations
On receiving a document containing authenticable quotations, a message reader can verify the quotations by clicking on the "QA Verify" button installed by the authentication add-in, which performs the following quotation verification for each authenticable quotation: 1) scan the document for comments that contain the special author field "AUTH" and identify the span of a quotation by the range covered by the comment; 2) extract the hidden authentication information in the quotation and reversely transform the text version back to the binary original by Base64 decoding; 3) extract the partial sentences contained in the comment to reconstruct the full quotation sentences; 4) verify the fidelity of the quotation using the proposed quotation verification technique; and 5) format the comment of the quotation to show the result of quotation verification, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The problem of quotation authentication has been described in this study, and a new approach to solving the problem has been proposed that allows message readers to efficiently verify quotations cited from known sources but embedded in messages by untrusted message authors. The proposed approach only requires the three parties involved in the problem to perform simple steps, without requiring a trusted third party to endorse quotations or requiring a message reader to access the original source article. Specifically, a source author is allowed to generate an appropriate source signature, such that any message author can generate a suitable quotation signature for arbitrary quotations from the source. The quotation signature is bundled together with the quotation using the proposed data association techniques to form an integrated authenticable quotation that can easily be copied and pasted to any message. Finally, a message reader can identify any authenticable quotations present in a message, and efficiently verify the source and the fidelity of the quotation.
We have described the basic enumerate-all-quotations and quote-the-whole techniques to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. A multiuse signature technique and a tree root uni-signature technique were then proposed to allow more efficient generation of source and quotation signatures. The two techniques have their respective merits depending on whether the message is widely distributed or not. The MUST is more efficient if there are a large number of message readers for a message, while the TRUST is better otherwise.
We also have pointed out the existence of nonsequential quotations, and in particular quotations that are two-dimensional rectangles of cells in spreadsheet documents. We have proposed a 2-D TRUST for efficient generation of suitable source and quotation signatures, such that the total overhead size is only of the order of the logarithm of the dimensions of the spreadsheet document.
Finally, specific data association techniques suitable for embedding source and quotation signatures in the Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel documents have been proposed to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed techniques. Furthermore, add-ins that can be installed in the Microsoft Word or Excel applications were described, which allow the three parties of the quotation authentication problem to perform their tasks easily.
In this paper, we proposed the 2-D TRUST as a better technique improving on the quote-the-whole technique for two-dimensional data. Better techniques improving on the enumerateall-quotations technique is left as a possible future work. The problem of quotation authentication is an under-studied area of research, and studies of techniques suitable for other popular formats such as e-mail messages and Internet web pages, for example, are possible future works.
